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\( \text{Hey there, you, try'na stand up on your} \)

\( \text{weep-in' in the dark-est night;} \)
you, stum-blin' through the sky.
on your

Hey you, a bro-ken soul, hey there, hold on,

Hey you, soon will

Hey bro-ken soul, hold on, soon

Hey,
soon will be mornin'. Sing to the moon and the stars will soon will be mornin'. Sing to the moon and the stars will

shine Over you, lead you to the other side. Sing to the

shine Over you, lead you to the other side. Sing to the

shine Over you, lead you to the other side. Sing to the

shine Over you, lead you to the other side. Sing to the
Jrs will

moon and the stars will shine over you, heaven's gonna turn the moon and the stars will shine over you, heaven's gonna turn the moon, the stars shine over you, heaven's gonna turn the moon, the stars shine over you, heaven's gonna turn the

close slowly to "ng"

Sing to the tide. si(n)g

Sing to the tide. si(n)g

Sing to the tide. Hey there, you, look in' for a
brigh-ter sea-son, need to lay your bur-den down.

Hey you,

Hey there, you, bur-ied un-der deep-er ground.

Hey there, you, drown-in’ in a help-less feel-in’, bur-ied un-der deep-er ground.

Hey there, you, bur-ied un-der-ground.
Hey you, a broken soul, hey there, hold on, soon will be

Hey you, a broken soul, soon will be

Hey, broken soul, hold on, till

Hold on, hold on till

mornin’. Sing to the moon and the stars will shine over

mornin’. Sing to the moon and the stars will shine over

mornin’. Sing to the moon and the stars will shine over

mornin’. Sing to the moon and the stars will shine over
you, lead you to the other side. Sing to the moon and the stars will

you, lead you to the other side. Sing to the moon, the stars

you, lead you to the other side. Sing to the moon, the stars

shine Over you, heaven's gonna turn the tide.

shine Over you, heaven's gonna turn the tide.

shine Over you, heaven's gonna turn the tide.

shine Over you, heaven's gonna turn the tide.
Sing to the moon and the stars will shine over you, lead you to the other side. Sing to the moon and the stars will shine over you, lead you to the other side. Sing to the moon and the stars will shine over you, lead you to the other side. Sing to the moon and the stars will shine over you, lead you to the other side. Sing to the moon and the stars will shine over you, lead you to the other side. Sing to the moon and the stars will shine over you, lead you to the other side. Sing to the moon and the stars will shine over you, lead you to the other side.
Sing to the moon and the stars will shine over you, heaven's gonna turn the moon and the stars will shine over you, heaven's gonna turn the moon, the stars shine over you, heaven's gonna turn the moon, the stars shine over you, heaven's gonna turn the moon...
Ah.

You, lead you to the other side. Sing to the moon and the stars will shine over you, heaven's gonna turn the tide.

You, lead you to the other side. Sing to the moon, the stars will shine over you, heaven's gonna turn the tide.

You, lead you to the other side. Sing to the moon, the stars will shine over you, heaven's gonna turn the tide.